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Were the secret rituals and processes of the
ancient mystery schools hidden away in the
Christian Bible? This book presents
methods for exploring sacred literature and
documents the personal journeys of both
authors as they restudied these texts from
this different world view. Can Christians
be Saved? Yes, Christians and others can
be saved by experiencing the world
through non-duality or oneness. The reader
is guided to use Gestalt processes to
explore sacred literature as an initiatory
pathway to personal truth. By this means,
experience replaces dogma as the source of
beliefs. The processes generate exciting
and intense self-realizations. The authors
were unexpectedly transformed by living
through these processes. With this new
mindset the divine is experienced withinan active internal personal experience. The
dualistic world view of Western religions
promotes separation, hatred and wars as
well as guilt, suffering and punishment.
The non-dualistic world view of oneness
removes judgments and separation leading
to love and peace. This process facilitates
the evolution of human consciousness thus
offers a way for humankind to save
ourselves from civilizations current pursuit
of self-destruction.
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